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ABSTRACT 

Aqueous rechargeable zinc-ion batteries (ARZBs) have been intriguing for electrochemical energy 

storage applications because of their safety and cost-effectiveness. Regarding cathode materials, rapid 

development has been observed with the organic-based cathode materials that offer much higher 

structural integrity upon successive (de-)insertion of charge carries ions. Even though promising results 

demonstrated with organic electrodes, they still suffer from the short cycle-life due to their discharge 

products solubility in electrolyte. Herein, electrochemical performance and charge storage mechanism 

of the synthesized polyphosphazene-based inorganic-organic hybrid electrode containing pyrene-

4,5,9,10-tetraone (PTO) redox active lateral group, poly[(bis(2-amino-4,5,9,10-pyrenetetraone)], 

abbreviated as (PPAPT), were investigated in ARZBs. The charge storage mechanism of PPAPT was 

examined by various ex-situ (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray Diffraction 
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(XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy  (XPS)) and in-situ (pH change with bromocresol green indicator and 

Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (EQCM)) characterization techniques as well as 

computational Density functional theory (DFT) revealing that the PPAPT electrode (de-)coordinates 

both zinc and proton. The electrode and its discharge product are insoluble in the electrolyte 

demonstrated by UV-vis analysis and exhibited a stable cycling performance with a discharge capacity 

of 125.4 mAh g-1 after 1000 cycles at a current density of 10 C.  

 

Keywords: Aqueous electrolyte Zn-ion batteries, hybrid electrodes, polyphosphazene, pyrene-

tetraone, EQCM 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Rechargeable batteries with aqueous electrolyte have received considerable attention due to their 

intrinsic safety, cost-effectiveness, environmentally benign nature as well as strong power capability 

resulting from high ionic conductivity.[1] In addition to the aqueous electrolyte batteries currently at the 

marketplace, i.e., lead-acid, nickel-iron, nickel-metal hydride or alkaline battery systems, many attempts 

have been made to development of aqueous rechargeable batteries (ARBs) based on monovalent (Li+, 

Na+ and K+) and multivalent metal ions (Zn2+, Ca2+ Mg2+ and Al3+) chemistries.[1-2] Notably, multivalent 

ion ARBs are promising candidates in large-scale energy storage in which metal ions can transfer more 

than one electrons in redox reactions, thus attracting great interest due to their higher capacity and energy 

density.[3] Despite the presence of multivalent metals possessing highly abundant polyvalent cations in 

earth, ARBs composed of Al, Ca or Mg have limitations in finding suitable electrodes for reversible 

plating/stripping of these metals and some difficulties for accommodating large hydrated radii in the 

host structure.[2, 4] Fortunately, zinc metal (-0.76 V vs SHE) has been directly employed as anode in 

ARBs due to its high reversibility in mild acidic aqueous electrolyte (3< 𝑝𝐻 < 7), high over-potential 

versus hydrogen evolution, high theoretical specific capacity (820 mAh g-1) as well as low 
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manufacturing cost.[5-6] Hence, the merits of zinc anode make aqueous rechargeable zinc-ion batteries 

(ARZBs) an up-and-coming system for grid-scale storage.[7-8]  

Regarding the development of cathode materials, various transition metal oxide-based (vanadium 

oxide[9], manganese dioxide[10]) or organic electrode (quinone-based[11], conductive polymer[12]) 

materials are proposed that play a significant role for providing improved electrochemical properties 

and cycling performance.[13] Considering the environmental problems and the depletion of natural 

resources, it is highly desirable to explore renewable electrode materials for ARZBs, consisting of 

abundant C, H, O, N and S elements on Earth, which can be obtained artificially or directly from biomass 

sources.[14] To do so, followed by polyaniline (PANI)[15] conductive polymer used in zinc ion batteries 

back in 1986, several carbonyl[16] or imine compounds[17-18], organic radicals such as nitronyl 

nitroxide[19], organosulfur polymers[20], metal organic frameworks (MOF)[21] and covalent organic 

frameworks (COF)[22] have been extensively studied in ARZBs owing to the diverse molecular structures 

and exhibit remarkably different electrochemical behaviors.[1, 14, 23] Among all these electroactive green 

and sustainable electrode materials, with carbonyl electrodes, i.e., quinones, anhydrides, imides, 

carboxylates or ketones, electrochemical charge storage occur through the multi-electron enolization 

reactions in which the good reversibility and high theoretical capacity can be achieved.[1, 24-25] Initially, 

quinone-based calix(4)quinone (C4Q) cathode composed of eight carbonyls, which reversibly 

coordinates zinc ions, exhibiting long-cycle stability (87 % capacity retention at 500 mA g-1 after 1000 

cycles) and high capacity (335 mAh g-1 at 20 mA g-1) was reported.[11] Later, pyrene-4,5,9,10-tetraone 

(PTO) electrode was reported in ARZBs, particularly providing insoluble discharged compound of PTO 

in the zinc sulphate electrolyte.[16] In this context, PTO has been utilized as a redox-active cathode in 

ARZBs because of alluring features not only for its high rate capability, high theoretical capacity but 

also sustainability and flexibility.[26] In another work, two-dimensional (2D) covalent organic framework 

(COF) (Tp-PTO-COF) cathode synthesized by condensing 1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol (Tp) with 

diamino-PTO via acid-catalyzed solvothermal method which efficiently and reversibly stored zinc ions, 

leading to a noteworthy capacity of 301.4 mAh g-1 at 0.2 A g-1 by courtesy of large number of 

nucleophilic active sites and porous structure.[27] A similar recent study has reported that a covalent 
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organic framework using  benzenetricarboxaldehyde (BT) and a PTO active monomer, (BT-PTO COF), 

comprised of carbonyl groups and π–π stacking conjugation, produced by condensation solvothermal 

synthetic route which exhibited excellent cycling stability (after 10000 cycles 98 % capacity retention) 

and superior rate capability (108 mAh g-1 at 1785 C), facilitating Zn2+ and H+ insertion.[22] Moreover, 

Guo et al. reported on the involvement of hydronium ions capture/release in the redox reaction 

mechanism of PTO anode, and the full cell of PTO//MnO2@graphite felt possessed highly stable long 

cycle performance.[28] Sun et al. showed that Zn//PTO aqueous electrolyte containing battery system, in 

which the electrochemical performance at a very low temperature of -70 °C exhibited high rate 

performance (71 mAh g-1 at 3C) without significant capacity loss after 100 cycles.[29]        

In this work, we focus on polyphosphazenes, which present an inorganic main chain construction whose 

side groups can be either organic or inorganic units, consist of phosphorus and nitrogen atoms 

alternately.[30] They provide unique features such as flame-retardantcy[31], electro-optical properties[32], 

corrosion resistance[33], thus they have been widely implemented into diverse applications from 

biomaterials[34] to battery components as anode[35], cathode[36], electrolyte[37] and separator[38]. In 

particular, while inorganic-organic hybrid materials of polyphosphazenes and its derivatives used in 

electrochemical applications[39], i.e., supercapacitors, batteries or fuel cells, they have not been subjected 

into aqueous rechargeable zinc-ion batteries.  

Herein, electrochemical performance and charge storage mechanism of poly[(bis(2-amino-4,5,9,10-

pyrenetetraone)] quoted as (PPAPT)[40] bearing pyrene-4,5,9,10-tetraone (PTO) as electroactive group, 

were investigated in 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte. The electrochemical charge storage performance 

of PPAPT is evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD). 

Furthermore, assorted ex-situ characterization techniques such as Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive 

X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) as well as several in-situ 

methods such as time-dependent pH change monitoring and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance 

(EQCM) have been employed to elucidate charge storage mechanism of PPAPT in addition to the 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Analysis Methods 

PPAPT polymer was synthesized according to our previous literature report and their structural 

characterization was studied in detail.[40] Dissolution tests were performed in 2 M ZnSO4 solution for 

the pristine electrode as well as the electrode terminated after the first discharge. All dissolution tests 

were recorded with a Shimadzu 2101 UV spectrophotometer with quartz cuvettes at room temperature. 

The ex-situ FT-IR analysis (Bruker Alpha-P, ATR) was performed to investigate the change in redox-

active groups. The XPS spectra were recorded using a Specs Flex-Mod system with a monochromatic 

Al Kα X‐ray source. Theoretical calculation of the structures were performed by the B3LYP functional 

(Becke’s Three Parameter Hybrid Functional using the LYP Correlation Functional) with the 6-31G(d,p) 

basis set. The visualization of molecular structure obtained from DFT was performed by 

Gaussian 5 package. The details were given in the supporting information (SI). Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) (FEI PHILIPS, XL30 SFEG SEM) conjugated with energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) was utilized to investigate the surface morphology and elemental analysis of the 

PPAPT electrode after the first discharge process. XRD patterns of pristine and fully discharged PPAPT 

electrode were recorded by using a Bruker-D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS).  

 

2.2 Electrochemical Measurements 

The PPAPT/KB electrode, which was prepared by mixing PPAPT and KB (Ketjen black) at a ratio of 

30:70 by weight, was used directly as a cathode. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge-

discharge (GCD) measurements of the cell were performed in 2 electrode cells where PPAPT/KB was 

used as working electrode while zinc metal was used both as reference and counter electrode. 

Electrochemical tests were performed in 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte at a voltage range between 0.1- 

1.6 V vs Zn/Zn2+. In order to monitor the pH changes upon cycling, 4-5 drops of bromocresol green 

indicator solution, which was prepared by dissolving indicator powder in ethanol, was added into a 

standard aqueous electrolyte solution of 2 M ZnSO4. Then, the cuvette cell composed of PPAPT cathode 
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(24:56:20 PPAPT, KB, PVdF (Polyvinylidene fluoride), respectively), zinc anode was cycled at C/2 in 

2 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte with pH indicator. The color change was observed during the first 

discharge-charge cycles. Bromocresol green indicator[41] was chosen because of its working pH changes, 

3.8 (green color) and 5.5 (blue color). All electrochemical studies were performed with Bio-Logic 

VMP3 potentiostat/galvanostat.          

EQCM analyses were carried out using gold patterned AT-cut 9 MHz quartz resonators, acquired from 

AWS, Valencia, Spain. A slurry containing 24:56:20 wt% of PPAPT:KB:PVDF were prepared in NMP, 

which was drop-casted on the gold electrode (0.2 cm2) of the quartz resonators. After drop-casting, the 

loaded resonators were dried in a hot-plate at 80 °C overnight. The mass loadings were estimated by 

measuring the resonant frequency change (f) of the quartz crystal before and after coating, which was 

converted to m, using Sauerbrey equation (Δf = -ks × Δm, where ks is the sensitivity coefficient).[42] 

Typical total loading of the quartz resonators ranges between 6-10 µg. The coated resonators, platinum 

wire and Ag/AgCl electrode (3M NaCl) were used as the working, counter and reference electrodes, 

respectively. EQCM experiments were conducted in 1 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte, using a Bio-Logic 

electrochemical workstation (Biologic SP200) coupled with a SEIKO QCM922A device.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Electrochemical Performance of PPAPT/KB  

Zinc ion storage performance of PPAPT[40] inorganic-organic hybrid electrode, synthesized by the 

following steps shown in Scheme 1, was performed in a Swagelok type cell using zinc metal as both 

counter and reference electrodes and glass fiber separator in 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte. The 

combinations of organic active materials with conductive carbon matrix are commonly preferred to 

avoid unfavorable rate performance  caused by poor conductivity of organic cathodes.[43] Additionally, 

the discharge capacity of PTO-based electrode has been shown to be highly sensitive to the amount of 

conductive additives.[44] Similarly, the influence of the type of carbon additives (CMK-3 and Super P) 

on electrochemical performance of  pentacene-5,7,12,14-tetraone (PT) carbonyl cathode was 
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investigated in aqueous zinc ion battery and it was concluded that PT incorporation in mesoporous 

CMK-3 carbon improved the capacity and rate capability.[45] Thus, herein, relatively large amount of 

conductive Ketjen black additive (70 %) was examined. 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis steps of PPAPT. 

 

Firstly, electrochemical performance of PPAPT/KB cathode in slightly acidic 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous 

electrolyte was evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1 in the potential range 

of 0.1- 1.6 V vs Zn/Zn2+. As depicted in Figure 1a, the two pairs of redox peaks in CV curve of 

PPAPT/KB were obtained at 0.85/0.76 V and 0.94/1.04 V vs Zn/Zn2+ in the reduction and oxidation 

scans, respectively. Therefore, due to its relatively low operating voltage, PPAPT/KB can be also 

utilized as a suitable anode material in a full battery tests.[46] Furthermore, overlapping consecutive CV 

cycles at the Figure 1a indicate the stable cycle performance, which coincides well with galvanostatic 

discharge/charge performance at a current density of 5 C (Figure 1c). Likewise, two stage zinc ion (de-

)intercalation redox reaction of PTO[16] and Tp-PTO-COF[27] including β-keto carbonyl groups is 

compatible with the CV result demonstrated here with PPAPT/KB. Moreover, the kinetics of the 

coordination reaction of charge carrier ions with PPAPT/KB was investigated by CV measurements at 

various scan rates (Figure S1a). The relationship between the anodic and cathodic peak current values 
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(i, A) and the sweep rate (v, mV s-1) is expressed according to power-law i = a vb equation[47], where a 

and b are constants. In Figure S1b, b values obtained from the slope of the straight line of the log(v)-

log(i) graph at different scan rates were found to be 0.71 for the anodic process and 0.70 for the cathodic 

process, indicating the fast kinetics of the ions. Similarly, it was reported that the mechanism of insertion 

of proton and zinc ions into orthoquinone covalent organic frameworks (BT-PTO COF) composed of 

PTO as a redox active monomer is mainly controlled by pseudocapacitance, leading to fast ion 

transfer.[22]  

 

Figure 1. Electrochemical performance of PPAPT/KB electrode, (a) Cycling voltammetry at a scan rate 

of 0.2 mV s-1, (b) Discharge-charge profile at a current density of 5C, (c) Cycling performance at 5C, 

(d) C-rate performance (inlet figure shows the first 80 cycles of the C-rate test)  

 

Galvanostatic discharge-charge performance of PPAPT/KB electrode was further analyzed in 2 M 

ZnSO4 electrolyte. As seen in Figure 1c, initial discharge capacity was 148 mAh g-1 at 5C (1 C= 359 
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mA g-1). After 100 cycles, the discharge capacity of 139 mAh g-1 was obtained with 99 % coulombic 

efficiency during whole cycle. The flat and inclined plateau associated with the two pairs of redox peaks 

was observed in the discharge/charge voltage profile in Figure 1b. C-rate performance of the PPAPT/KB 

composite electrode at different current densities was shown in Figure 1d and the cathode provided a 

discharge capacity of 82 mAh g−1 at a current density of 20 C (~1.8 A g-1). Electrochemical performance 

of KB in 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte was also evaluated (Figure S2a). At a current density of 0.09 

A g-1 (corresponding to ~1 C for the composite), KB exhibited 29 mAh g-1 discharge capacity and its 

contribution to the discharge capacity is 44%. Different KB ratios were also tested in order to check the 

effect of carbon content. It is clearly seen that higher discharge capacity values are acquired with the 

increase in carbon content (Figure S2b). By decreasing the current density to 1 C, the PPAPT/KB 

electrode exhibited the highest discharge capacity of 153 mAh g−1. Discharge capacities of 82, 85, 95, 

110, 124 and 153 mAh g−1 were obtained at 20 C, 15 C, 10 C, 5 C, 3 C and 1 C current densities, 

respectively. Returning to 10 C current density during the C-rate performance test, a discharge capacity 

of 125.4 mAh g−1 was achieved over 1000 cycles, displaying a very stable cycle performance with a 

capacity retention of 96%.   

 

 

3.2 The investigation of Charge Storage Mechanism of PPAPT/KB 

3.2.1 Revealing pH Change by Bromocresol Green Indicator 

The energy storage mechanism of numerous organic electrode materials in aqueous electrolyte zinc ion 

batteries is generally based on the following redox reactions: i) insertion of zinc ions with water 

molecules[48], ii) reversible co-insertion[12, 22] of H+ and Zn2+, iii) bare H+ or H3O+ hydronium 

(in)coordination[28, 49]. Moreover, the proposed reactions of redox active organic electrodes have been 

demonstrated by various characterization techniques such as in-situ EQCM[12, 50], Raman[22] and ex-situ 

SEM-EDS[51], FTIR[51], NMR[49, 52], XRD[22], XPS[52] and DFT (density functional theory) computational 

methods[18]. To study the charge storage mechanism, first of all, we employed ex-situ XRD to observe 
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the change in the pristine PPAPT/KB electrode and after the first discharge process in 2 M ZnSO4 

electrolyte. The appearance of a new peak at 9.5ᵒ in the XRD pattern of the discharged PPAPT/KB 

electrode indicates the formation of a Zn4SO4(OH)6·xH2O (ZHS) phase (Figure S3). This precipitate on 

the PPAPT/KB electrode is attributed to the reaction between OH- and ZnSO4 electrolyte as a result of 

proton insertion.[51] This phenomenon is also observed when the local electrolyte pH is above 5.5.[53] 

Obviously, the increment in pH during discharge/charge process can be monitored by the addition of 

pH indicator in electrolyte solution.[41, 54] To perform such analysis, PPAPT/KB cathode as a working 

electrode and zinc anode as both counter and reference electrode assembled in a cuvette cell was cycled 

at a current density of C/2, and the photos of the cell were taken every one minute throughout the entire 

electrochemical performance. First of all, the chemical stability of the Bromocresol green indicator as 

electrolyte additive and its contribution to the redox reaction were performed by cyclic voltammetry test 

before galvanostatic discharge/charge cycles. The CV results of electrode in the electrolyte with and 

without pH indicator as seen in Figure S4 indicate that pH indicator has no significant influence on the 

anodic and cathodic peak positions. At the beginning of the experiment, the color of the electrolyte (2 

M ZnSO4 with Bromocresol green indicator additive) was dark green due to acidic nature and the pH 

was measured to be 3.87 with a pH meter. Upon discharging, especially when the voltage approaches to 

0.8 V vs Zn/Zn2+, the color started to turn dark blue as clearly seen in Figure 2. When the PPAPT//Zn 

full cell was completely discharged to 0.1 V vs Zn/Zn2+, the color of electrolyte changes to entirely blue. 

The pH of the fully discharged electrolyte was 5.47 when measured with a pH-meter and between 5-6 

with litmus paper as demonstrated in Figure S5a. However, while the color of the electrolyte remained 

unchanged during the first charge, the pH value of the electrolyte presents a reasonable decrease to 4.85 

at the end of the first charge. All the changes visualized in the cuvette cell are summarized in Figure 2. 

These observations imply that the proton can be irreversibly coordinated to PPAPT/KB electrode. To 

clarify irreversible proton insertion, Coulombic efficiency can be evaluated at slow current density. At 

C/2, initial discharge and charge capacity of cuvette cell was 250 mAh g−1 and 151 mAh g−1, respectively 

and thus initial Coulombic efficiency is quite low (60 %). Moreover, the association of proton insertion 

with poor Coulombic efficiency as a result of the competitive hydrogen evolution reaction has been 

reported in the literature.[55] It is important to note that, the back side of zinc anode close to the cuvette 
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wall turns out to be blue as soon as contacting with zinc sulphate electrolyte in the presence of the 

indicator (Figure S5b). The same behavior was also observed previously with MnO2//Zn cell when the 

cell was left at open circuit voltage. In the mentioned cell, the color of the electrolyte containing pH 

indicator changed spontaneously from green to blue due to the reaction between the zinc metal and 

proton arising from the electrolyte.[54]  

 

Figure 2. Voltage-time curve of PPAPT//Zn cell assembled in a spectrophotometer cuvette, colorful 

marked points representing the corresponding pictures taken at the discharge/charge state (above), 

pictures of the prepared PPAPT//Zn cell using pH indicator resulting in a pH change during discharge 

and charge process (below). Red and black clamp connected to PPAPT electrode and zinc anode, 

respectively.  

 

After displaying the pH change at the electrolyte/electrode interface, the typical flake-like formation of 

ZHS (Zn4SO4(OH)6·xH2O) on discharged PPAPT/KB electrode was further characterized by SEM-
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EDS. SEM image in Figure S6 clearly illustrated the characteristic structure of ZHS on PPAPT/KB 

electrode. Moreover, EDS (Figure S6) analysis confirmed the atomic ratio of Zn:S as 4, indicating the 

production of ZHS.[51] As a result, the participation of proton in charge storage mechanism was revealed 

by pH increase at the electrode/electrolyte interface as well as the formation of ZHS on electrode by 

XRD and SEM-EDS. Similarly, in a recent study, it was reported that the hydronium was involved in 

the storage mechanism of the 2,5-dichloro-1,4-phenylene bis((ethylsulfonyl)amide) electrode providing 

a very stable cycle performance.[56] 

3.1.2 Scrutiny of Redox-Active Group 

The active materials dissolution is a major issue for organic electrode materials in many battery 

systems.[57] Therefore, we studied the solubility of the PPAPT/KB electrode by using UV-Vis 

spectroscopy. Dissolution test was performed by immersion of PPAPT/KB (pristine and discharge state) 

in 4 mL of 2 M ZnSO4 electrolyte. It was clear that PPAPT/KB pristine and discharge states were 

colorless in electrolyte solution over five days, (inset Figure 3a). The PPAPT/KB pristine solutions 

(black line) have very weak absorption peaks in UV-Vis spectra, because of very minor solubility in the 

electrolyte (Figure 3a). The solubility of organic molecules in water can affect polarity, molecular 

weight, and hydrogen bond formation.[58] Thus, PPAPT/KB electrode, despite its polymeric structure, 

resulted in a very low solubility, probably by virtue of the weak hydrogen bond formation. Moreover, 

no absorption peaks were observed in the discharge solutions (blue line). Consequently, it is not 

expected that PPAPT/KB can dissolve due to polymeric structure and steric hindrances in aqueous 

electrolytes.  
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Figure 3. (a) UV-Vis spectra of PPAPT/KB in 2M ZnSO4 (inset photo: ZnSO4 electrolyte solution, 

PPAPT/KB pristine and its discharge state immersed into electrolyte solutions, (b) Time dependent 

discharge−charge curve of PPAPT/KB at a current density of C/5 the first cycle, (c) Ex-situ FT-IR 

spectra of PPAPT/KB in different states (pristine, discharged to and charged state). 

 

The electrochemical reaction mechanism of the PPAPT/KB was further investigated by various ex-situ 

characterizations for the different states in Figure 3c. With the characteristic of C=O bonds, PPAPT is 

assumed to possess the same active sites as previously reported with quinone materials for batteries.[59-

60] To verify that, the time-dependent discharge−charge curve of PPAPT/KB (Figure 3b) in the first 

cycle was investigated and the samples were analyzed ex-situ by FT-IR. To do so, the peaks intensity 

variations of C=O and C-O during discharge and charge states was examined. Figure 3c showed that the 

vibration peak of the C=O bond at 1673 cm−1 gradually diminishes in the discharge process and returns 

to its similar pristine state in the charging process. Additionally, the vibration of the C–O bond (located 

at 1391 cm-1) appeared in the discharge state, while almost disappearing at the charged state. The 

opposite of the change in C=O bonds was observed in C-O bonds. 
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Figure 4.  XPS spectra of (a) PPAPT/KB cathode material after the first discharge cycled at C/5 current 

density, (b) C1s spectra, (c) O1s spectra of pristine and discharge state, (d) Zn 2p spectra of the pristine 

and discharge state.  

 

To further reveal both the quantification of elements in PPAPT and the surface chemical compositions 

of PPAPT (without KB), XPS were recorded and shown in Figure S7. XPS survey spectrum in Figure 

S7a depicts mainly the presence of C, O, P and N in the obtained material. Additionally, quantitative 

analysis of PPAPT was provided by XPS, indicating a composition of 59% C, 22% O, 7% N and 2% P. 

In the detailed analysis of the P2p spectrum (Figure S7b), the peaks at 134.1 eV and 133.1 eV are 

attributed to P=N and P-N, respectively.[61-62] Deconvoluted N1s spectrum seen in Figure S7c possesses 

four peaks with binding energy at  398.4 eV, 399.2 eV, 399.8 eV and 400.8 eV, which are assigned to 

P=N, C-N, P-N and amino groups (N-H), respectively.[63]  The C1s spectrum of PPAPT (Figure S7d) 

displays the binding energies of 286.5 eV and 284.3 eV, which is ascribed to C=O and C-C, 

respectively.[60] The ex situ XPS was also utilized to demonstrate the charge storage properties of the 
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resulting PPAPT/KB electrode over the first discharge/charge process (Figure 4a). As seen in Figure 4b, 

an intensity in the increase of C-O and a decrease in C=O peaks were observed at the discharge state in 

the C1s spectrum. In addition, the O1s spectrum revealed that the C=O and C−O peaks at 533.5 and 

532.2 eV presented in the discharge state due to the coordination of cations (Figure 4c). At the same 

time, the peaks of Zn 2p1/2 and Zn 2p2/3 appear at the discharged state, in which the peaks at 1046.9 and 

1023.5 eV are very strong due to the cation coordination into the PPAPT/KB (Figure 4d).[64] Ultimately, 

XPS data is consistent with the results of FT-IR spectra.[65] As a whole, these results supported that the 

C=O groups are a redox active side of PPAPT/KB electrode and the Zn2+ or H+ cations could be 

reversibly coordinated/de-coordinated from the PPAPT/KB electrodes during the discharge−charge 

process. 

3.1.3 EQCM analysis 

Interfacial processes occurring during the electrochemical cycling of the composite electrode is studied 

by EQCM (Figure 5). A cathodic and an anodic scan of the potential result in frequency decrease and 

increase, respectively (Figure 5b). This observation indicates that reduction and re-oxidation processes 

lead to a global mass increase and subsequent decrease of the electrode, probably with a charge 

compensation mechanism by cationic species. To identify the nature of the species, mass change (m) 

of the microbalance and simultaneous charge variation (Q) during the anodic/cathodic scan can be 

used, to estimate the mass per electron (M.P.E. = n × F × (m/Q)) values. Figure 5c shows MPE 

estimation for a negative scan of the potential taken at 20 mV s-1, at least three slopes can be 

distinguished in the m versus Q curve, with significantly higher M.P.E. values (i.e., 204, 739, 423 g 

mol-1) than those corresponding to M.P.E of Zn2+ (32.7 g mol-1) or H3O+ (19 g mol-1). The same 

observation is also valid for higher scan rates studied as shown in Figure S8a and S8b. It is noted that 

the above estimation considers that the QCM acts as a gravimetric probe, (a linear relationship between 

the Δf and Δm).[42] However, this is valid for a dense, flat and thin layer rigidly attached on the resonator. 

In that case, the added layer behaves as an extension of the resonator and follows synchronously its 

motion without dissipation of energy.[42] This condition can be verified by simultaneously monitoring 

motional resistance change, Rm along with the frequency changes, f of the resonator.[66] Figure S9 
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shows a reversible frequency decrease/increase which is accompanied by a non-negligable 

increase/decrease of the Rm values, indicating a deviation from the linear relationship between the Δf 

and Δm. This can be attributed to at least two factors: (i) viscoelastic changes of the PPAPT film due to 

Zn2+ (de-)coordination during an anodic/cathodic scan of the potential and (ii) a concomitant H+ (de-

)coordination along with Zn2+ which results in local pH changes and thus, ZHS formation.[12, 67-68] Since, 

the f and Rm do not show a significant irreversibility (Figure 5b, 5d and S9), we can consider that the 

initial state of the electrode is restored within one electrochemical cycle. This observation is in perfect 

agreement with the FT-IR and XPS analyses above demonstrating that Zn2+ or H+ cations can reversibly 

(de-)coordination the PPAPT/KB electrodes during the discharge−charge process. Furthermore, the 

PPAPT/KB electrode shows excellent stability over cycling without any loss of the amplitude in current 

and frequency variation (Figure 5d). 

 

Figure 5. EQCM analysis of PPAPT/KB cathode material in 1M ZnSO4 electrolyte. (a) CV curves and 

(b) corresponding frequency changes, measured at different scan rates (20, 50, 100 mV s-1); (c) Mass 

per electron (M.P.E.) calculations, shown for the reduction branch of the EQCM data at 20 mV s-1 and 

(d) current and frequency response as a function of time, measured at 100 mV s-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

III

II

I
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3.1.4 Computational Method 

Theoretical calculations were performed to get more insights into the electrochemical properties of the 

PPAPT electrode, in which the repeating monomer units called mPPAPT (mP) in the polymer chain, 

were assumed as the simplified molecule (Figure 6a). 

 

Figure 6. (a) The structure of mPPAPT (mP), (b) The binding energies with different numbers of 

Zn2+/H+ ions in mP structure. 

 

The binding energy with the optimized structure of mPPAPT (abbreviated as mP) units during the 

multistep binding processes was individually evaluated through DFT simulation (Figure 6b). The 

binding energy of all molecules bonded with 1-8 electrons are negative, indicating that PPAPT 

electrodes are able to accommodate a maximum of 4 Zn ions or 8 H ions in theory or in among of 

thesemixed ion coordination. For this reason, the binding energy of the zinc and hydrogen ions with 

these monomer molecules was investigated with the different numbers of cations, and all results were 

given in Figure 6b and Table S1. We calculated a total of 24 possible geometrical configurations of mP 

and their Gibbs free energies were obtained. The most stable configuration of each chemical formula 

was selected by comparing their single point energy. The mP structure has three main coordination types 

(only H+, Zn2+, or both) and eight main coordination steps as shown in Figure 6b. The tendency to 

decrease the binding energies formed by the addition of each ion indicates that cation coordination can 
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occur in the structure through a multistep coordination pathway (Table S1). As shown in Figure 6b, the 

eight-step H+ coordination process is seen as the most ideal route for the mP structure, while only Zn2+ 

coordination is seen as the most difficult route in cation coordination (Figure S10). However, both H+ 

and Zn2+ coordination have increased possibility more than that of bare Zn2+ coordination. After all, the 

DFT calculation results demonstrate that H+ can be efficiently coordinated into the mP structure. The 

theoretical calculations are based on thermodynamics but do not take into consideration some of the 

experimental parameters (concentration of Zn2+/H+ in electrolyte, ionic size, desolvation energy etc).[69] 

Besides these reasons, while the formation of mPH8 structure is the most possible than the only Zn2+ 

containing configurations, both Zn2+ and H+ consisted structure is more probable to obtain under the 

experimental conditions since the concentration of Zn2+ is much higher than that of H+ in the 2 M ZnSO4 

electrolyte.[57, 69] For this reason, when the DFT results and experimental conditions are taken into 

account, different discharge products containing H+ and Zn2+ ions can be obtained. This situation and 

also the polymer structure of PPAPT will cause many different mechanisms to be formed during the 

charge-discharge process. PPAPT electrodes are able to accommodate number of ions to charge 

compensate of 8e- in theory. Considering the maximum number of electrons, possible electrochemical 

mechanism and the simplified electrochemical process of PPAPT are given respectively in Figure S11a 

and Figure S11b. Therefore, when other studies with organic electrodes containing pyrene-4,5,9,10-

tetraone (PTO) group are compared with this current study (Table S2), it can be concluded that the 

electrochemical performance of PPAPT/KB electrode exhibited comparable results with the literature 

studies.   

 

Conclusion 

The electrochemical performance of poly[(bis(2-amino-4,5,9,10-pyrenetetraone)]-phosphazene 

(PPAPT) was investigated in 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte, exhibiting a stable cycling performance 

with a discharge capacity of 125.4 mAh g-1 after 1000 cycles at a current density of 10 C. Further, charge 

storage mechanism of PPAPT was elucidated by various ex-situ and in-situ characterization methods. 

The formation of the Zn4SO4(OH)6·xH2O (ZHS) structure, which indicates the coordination of the 
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proton, is evidenced by the formation of a sharp diffraction peak in the XRD spectrum of the discharge 

electrode and the typical flake-like structure in the SEM image, as well as in situ EQCM analyses. The 

pH increase caused by the coordination of the proton with PPAPT was also shown with bromocresol 

indicator. Furthermore, it was confirmed by XPS and FTIR analyses that the redox active site of the 

PPAPT bearing 4,5,9,10-pyrenetetraone cathode was the C=O bond. DFT computational method further 

suggested both Zn2+ and H+ cations coordination into PPAPT electrode. Eventually, phosphazene -based 

cathode materials, which form a novel inorganic-organic hybrid class of materials in aqueous 

rechargeable zinc-ion batteries, are potential candidate with their good electrochemical performance.              
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participation to charge storage mechanism in addition to the DFT calculation.  
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Supporting Information 

 

 

Figure S1. (a) CV curves of PPAPT/KB electrode at different scan rates, (b) Linearized curve of log(i)-

log(v). 

 

Figure S2. (a) Electrochemical performance of KB in 2 M ZnSO4 at 0.09 A g-1, (b) Discharge capacities 

of PPAPT including carbon amount (70%, 40% and 20 wt.%). 
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Figure S3. (a) XRD pattern of PPAPT/KB electrode and fully discharged PPAPT/KB electrode. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. CV curves of PPAPT/KB electrode in the electrolyte with Bromocresol green indicator and 

without electrolyte additive at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s-1. 
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Figure S5. (a) The cell completely discharged and its pH is between 5-6 as depicted by a litmus paper,  

(b) Back side of zinc anode showing blue colour formation direct contact with 2 M ZnSO4 electrolyte 

containing bromocresol green indicator.  
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Figure S6. SEM images of PPAPT/KB electrode after the first discharge at different magnification (left 

side), EDS spectrum and corresponding elemental analysis of discharged PPAPT/KB electrode (right 

side). 
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Figure S7. XPS analysis of PPAPT, (a) survey spectrum, high-resolution spectrum of (b) P2p, (c) N1s, 

(d) C1s.  
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Figure S8. EQCM analysis of PPAPT/KB cathode material in 1M ZnSO4 electrolyte.  Δm vs. ΔQ 

profile and M.P.E analysis of the reduction branch of CV profile taken at (a) 50 mV/s and (b) 100 

mV/s.  
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Figure S9. Cyclic voltammogram and the simultaneous frequency and motional resistance variation of 

PPAPT/KB electrode taken at 20 mV s-1 (19th cycle of the measurement has been shown in the figure 

with a total loading of 6.7 µg.) 
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DFT Calculation 

Density functional theory (DFT) was employed to optimize the stabilized structures of mPPAPT with 

Gaussian 16 software package.[1] All calculation were examined the B3LYP functional with 6-31G(d,p) 

basis sets and the results were compared with the monomer molecule (mPPAPT). All frequency and 

single point energy calculations were carried out at the same level in order to verify the optimized 

structures. In addition, the solvation effect was considered by employing the integral equation formalism 

variant of the Polarizable Continuum Model (IEFPCM), and water was used as the solvent.[2] The 

binding energy ( E b ) of mPPAPT-HaZnb was computed based on the following equations[3]. 

𝐸b(Binding Energy)  = 𝐺 mPHaZnb − 𝐺mP  − a𝐺 H
+ − b𝐺Zn2+ 

 

                   Table S1. All possible geometrical configuration of mPHaZnb structure 

 Possible geometry Energy (a.u) Binding Energy(eV) 

 

mPPAPT -2334.868696 - 

1
e-  

mPPAPT-H1 -2335.464794 -2.671 

2
e-  

mPPAPT-H2 -2336.068739 -5.556 

mPPAPT-Zn1 -4114.066710 -2.817 

3
e-  

mPPAPT-H3 -2336.631676 -7.325 

mPPAPT-Zn1H1 -4114.646069 -5.022 

4
e-  

mPPAPT-H4 -2337.269270 -11.102 

mPPAPT-Zn1H2 -4115.192202 -6.498 
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mPPAPT-Zn2 -5893.263290 -5.574 

5
e-  

mPPAPT-H5 -2337.858549 -13.612 

mPPAPT-Zn1H3 -4115.847038 -10.604 

mPPAPT-Zn2H1 -5893.827039 -7.365 

6
e-  

mPPAPT-H6 -2338.460199 -16.435 

mPPAPT-Zn1H4 -4116.453262 -13.551 

mPPAPT-Zn2H2 -5894.379165 -8.840 

mPPAPT-Zn3 -7672.442501 -7.869 

7
e-  

mPPAPT-H7 -2339.0464423 -18.836 

mPPAPT-Zn1H5 -4117.046352 -16.105 

mPPAPT-Zn2H3 -5895.033020 -13.084 

mPPAPT-Zn3H1 -7673.032400 -10.391 

8
e-  

mPPAPT-H8 -2339.648082 -21.661 

mPPAPT-Zn1H6 -4117.631234 -18.507 

mPPAPT-Zn2H4 -5895.631955 -15.832 

mPPAPT-Zn3H2 -7673.625853 -12.927 

mPPAPT-Zn4 -9451.621504 -10.159 

         1 atomic unit (a.u)=27.211 Ev 

          H atom energy: -0.497921 a.u 

          Zn atom energy:-1779.094865 a.u 
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Figure S10. mP(H8) and mP(Zn4) structure and the binding energy calculation. 

 

 

Figure S11. a) The possible electrochemical mechanism of PPAPT during the discharge and charge 

process. b) The simplified electrochemical process of PPAPT. 
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Table S2. The comparison of electrochemical performance of organic electrode containing PTO in 

zinc ion aqueous electrolyte 

Molecular Structure Electrolyte Discharge Capacity 

(mAh g-1) 

(Cycle number, current 

density) 

References 

pyrene-4,5,9,10-

tetraone (PTO) 

2 M ZnSO4 145 mAh g-1 after 

1000 cycles at 3 A g-1 

capacity retention 70% 

[4]
 

PTO-4NH2Ph 3 M ZnSO4 125.4 mAh g-1 at 100C 

(25 A g-1) 

83% capacity retention 

at 5 A g−1 after 5000 

cycles 

[5] 

Tp-PTO-COF 2 M ZnSO4 218.5 mA h g−1 at 2 A 

g−1 over 1000 cycles 

with 95% retention 

[6] 

BT-PTO COF 3 M Zn(CF3SO3)2  210 mAh g−1 at 5 A g−1 

after 10 000 cycles 

98 % capacity 

retention 

[7] 

PPAPT 2 M ZnSO4 139 mAh g-1 at 5 C 

(0.45 A g-1) after 100 

cycles with 94% 

retention, and 125.4 

mAh g-1  at 10 C after 

1000 cycles with 96% 

retention 

This study 
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